Idealized ensemble simulations of unforced, isolated convective initiation (CI) are analyzed to identify storm-scale features in surface weather fields that precede initiation in a variety of background environments and the observations that would be needed to resolve these features. We identify precipitating storms with an object-based method and generate composites of surface anomalies for the variables of interest surrounding times and locations of initiation. Anomaly magnitudes and correlation length scales throughout the CI process are examined in detail and compare favorably to anomaly estimates from previous observational and modeling studies. We find negative temperature anomalies due to cloud shadowing to be the most prominent storm-scale feature prior to initiation. Significant spatial correlations are shown to extend from the surface throughout the boundary layer and even into the cloudbearing layer once deep convective clouds become established. The findings are discussed in the context of data assimilation, particularly with respect to current assumptions about surface observation error. We show that, to resolve the storm-scale anomalies in these simulations, the minimum necessary temperature and wind observation densities would likely be limited by spatial correlation length scale while moisture and pressure observations are more limited by observation error. 
Introduction
wish to examine a free process of convective initiation without prescribing an initial lifting mech-162 anism. In these simulations, we only impose random, white-noise, gridpoint perturbations to the 163 initial potential temperature field with a maximum magnitude of 0.2K to promote random spatial 164 variability. The environments chosen have sufficient conditional instability that deep convection 165 initiates on its own after diurnal heating and convective mixing have developed a sufficiently deep 166 convective boundary layer. In each environment examined, the first convective clouds appear be-167 tween four and eight hours after the beginning of the simulation and are uncorrelated with the 168 initial noise perturbations. While this "unforced" convective initiation method limits the possible 169 environments that can be evaluated, these simulations allow assessment of the CI process absent a 170 prescribed, forced initiation.
171
For each sounding environment, a 25-member ensemble is produced at 1km horizontal resolu-172 tion. Ensemble diversity is solely due to different initial random potential temperature perturba-173 tions. There is debate over the horizontal resolution required to adequately simulate deep convec-174 tion (e.g. Mass et al. 2002; Bryan et al. 2003; VandenBerg et al. 2014) . While higher resolution
175
(O(100m)) may be required to adequately simulate boundary-layer convective rolls common to 176 conditionally unstable environments (Weckwerth et al. 2014; Nowotarski et al. 2014) , 1km reso- Vertical resolution is 80 meters in the lowest 3.2km and linearly increases to 500 meters from 184 9km to the model top at 18km. Rayleigh damping of vertical motions is applied above 15km.
185
Parameterizations used include the YSU planetary boundary layer (PBL) scheme (Hong et al. specifically designed to be used with this microphysics scheme. 
198
if there are more than one, a watershed algorithm is applied to separate the region into unique 199 "objects" surrounding each maxima. All objects in this set with a spatial area less than 9km 2 are 200 discarded. The remaining objects are considered to be the set of deep "clouds" present in the 201 model at that time.
202
These weighted centroids of the CREF cloud objects are tracked through time using the Python
203
TrackPy package (Allan et al. 2014) 
Results

246
In the ensemble simulations for all environments, the boundary layer depth is observed to grow This affirms that the composite is reliably co-locating simulated storm objects. 
2) SURFACE TEMPERATURE
265
In composite 2m temperature (T2) (Fig. 3, second row) , a warm anomaly appears as early as In the 30 minutes prior to CI, the cloud-shadowed cool temperature anomaly grows in size while 285 the warm anomaly reduces in both magnitude and extent. After precipitation begins, the area of the 286 cold anomaly rapidly expands and the magnitude continues to increase. However, at this point the 287 cloud shadowing is augmented by cool downdraft air descending in the now-precipitating storm 288 and this cold anomaly could be better characterized as a cold pool. 
c. Correlation Length Scales
357
To suitably observe the pre-convective environment, it is important to consider the area over 358 which a given observation may be able to provide useful information about the state. With a state 359 that progresses from near homogeneity through cloud formation and eventual precipitation and 360 cold pool generation, it is expected that this area will vary over time. Furthermore, this area may 361 vary among different variables, indicating that particular observation types may be more efficient 362 at providing state information over a larger area with fewer observations.
363
For each environment simulated, we use the 25-member ensemble for that environment to com-364 pute the ensemble correlation magnitudes as they evolve throughout the simulations. Specifically, 365 at every time in the simulations, for T2, Q2, V10 and PSFC we compute the ensemble correlation 366 between each variable at every gridpoint and the same variable at all surrounding gridpoints as a 367 function of distance. This is averaged across all points in the domain to derive an average decor-368 relation length scale at a given time. We choose a correlation magnitude of 0.2 as a threshold for 369 decorrelation, as estimates of statistical significance using a standard T-test indicated that, on av- Surface pressure correlation length scales (Fig. 6 , lower right) are generally broader in extent 383 throughout the simulations, with mean length scales between 4-7 km but a range of 2-12 km in the 384 hours prior to CI. Like T2, PSFC also sees a marked increase in correlation length scale in the 100 385 minutes prior to CI which is likely related to the development and deepening of clouds. We note 
b. Observation accuracy and density requirements 440
To further consider the practical effectiveness of surface observations to capture the anomalies 441 described above, we consider these anomalies in the context of the data assimilation problem.
442
Specifically, we compute the number of independent observations that would be required to pro-443 duce an analysis with an error variance sufficiently small to resolve an anomaly of a given mag-444 nitude with a specified degree of confidence. We employ the Kalman filter equation to update the 445 analysis error variance upon assimilating a single observation. Since the number of observations 446 that will be required is not known a priori, we use the ensemble square-root filter variant, which is 447 formulated for serial observation processing (Whitaker and Hamill 2002) . For each single, scalar 448 variable that is directly observed, the analysis error variance is given by:
Where σ 2 a is the analysis error variance, σ 2 b is the background (prior) error variance, r 2 is the ob-450 servation error variance and β is the "square-root factor" that accounts for observation sampling rior"), which is also the ensemble variance, is small enough to constrain the error in the ensemble 457 mean to within +/-n with a specified degree of confidence. The number of independent obser-458 vations required to achieve this is recorded. Here, confidence levels of 70% and 90% will be 459 considered.
460
There are three free parameters to consider in this analysis: the observation error variance r 2 , 461 the background (prior) error variance σ 2 b and the magnitude of the anomaly to resolve, n. Figure   462 9 illustrates the observation counts required to resolve a range of different anomaly magnitudes.
463
In the left panel, several observation error variances are examined while assuming an initial back- 
467
We note that this analysis assumes that the model background estimate and the observation 468 values are unbiased, which is not true for most model forecasts and observations. Nevertheless, this 469 idealized perspective is still useful for evaluating observation effectiveness even within a "perfect" 470 scenario.
471
In most operational data assimilation systems, surface observation error variances are prese- anomalies were found to be consistent with observational studies of pre-convective environments.
511
The strongest anomalies prior to CI were related to cloud shadowing, creating a substantial cold 512 anomaly of < −0.7 K as the convective cloud above deepens. Surface pressure anomalies re-513 mained relatively weak (<0.1 hPa) throughout the CI process.
514
In general, all surface fields (except surface pressure) showed horizontal correlation length scales well-constrained background environment.
521
The feasibility of resolving pre-CI surface anomalies was examined in the context of variance 522 reduction through data assimilation. We show that the necessary temperature and wind anomalies 523 would most easily be resolved using current assumptions about observation error variance. Cap-524 turing moisture and pressure anomalies would require either an extremely dense network, frequent 525 assimilation cycling or observations with much smaller error variances than currently assumed.
526
One limitation to these results is the use of a single PBL scheme. The surface fields examined 527 here are chiefly outputs of this scheme, and using a different scheme may yield different results. In all environments simulated, the same pattern of anomalies is present during the hours pre- 
543
The correlation length scale evolution and the small variance in the anomaly growth time scale is 544 also likely due to all ensemble members producing clouds and eventually precipitation at about the 545 same time; in a real-world ensemble with greater variance there is likely to be more diversity in the 
